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meat processing

New Thoughts Around Protein-Water Interactions 
in Processed Meats

Clinton D. Stevenson and Tyre C. Lanier

AbstrAct
if processors were required to label their products accord-
ing to true composition, the first ingredient listed would 
be water. as the major constituent of meat, water both 
affects, and is affected by, the proteins that form the meat 
or meat gel matrix. this latter interaction is less well ap-
preciated by meat scientists: water has traditionally been 
viewed as a passive substance that is somehow mechani-
cally trapped within a cellular or ‘gel-ular’ matrix com-
posed largely of proteins. 

in fresh meat the entrapping systems have been pre-
sumed to be cell membranes and/or, via capillary action, 
the sliding filament structure of the myofibril and mus-
cle cell.  Likewise, in processed meat products the three 
dimensional porous gel matrix, formed when dispersed 
meat proteins are cooked under the proper conditions, is 
thought to ‘bind’ water by capillarity. in both cases capil-
larity is influenced by the pore size distribution of the ma-
terial, which several workers have qualitatively compared 
using various microscopy techniques. none however 
have quantitatively measured pore size to test the capil-
larity hypothesis of water holding; likewise none have ex-
amined the other relevant parameters affecting capillarity, 
which are contact angle and surface tension.

there is also evidence however that water may be struc-
tured, perhaps over a relatively large distance, by protein 
and other hydrophilic, charged surfaces. if true, this has 
important implications for water- and fat-holding prop-
erties of meat products, as well as all physico-chemical 
events that occur during production and handling of meat 
products.

IntroductIon
Water is the major component of meat and all non-

dried meat products. Lean muscle contains about 75% 
water, and water content decreases with increasing fat 
content. processed products may contain higher or lower 
water:protein ratios than the roughly 75:20 ratio of lean 
meat, but water is the major component regardless. 

For most meats and meat products, water is not eas-
ily expressed, even when the product is tightly squeezed.  
How is so much water held so tightly?  

clearly there are variations in water holding (WH) abil-
ity however. some meats, such as those termed ‘pale soft 
exudative’ (pse), are more prone to purge during cold 
storage.  Visible purge in a sealed package of fresh meat 
or frankfurters is a defect.  Water loss during cooking will 
produce a more tough texture when consumed.  For prod-
ucts sold cooked, cook loss results in a yield loss: lost 
water is lost product.  so, we are not just in the meat busi-
ness, we are in the water business.

considerable attention has thus been given by research-
ers to understanding and improving the WH properties 
of meats and meat products. For intact muscle, the focus 
of research has been the loosening of tight myofibrillar 
bundles so that there is space to accommodate the endog-
enous or added water. The implication is that if myofibrils 
are not so tightly associated, space is provided for water 
to reside and thus WH properties will be improved (offer 
and Knight, 1988; puolanne and Halonen 2010). 

But how is the water actually held in these spaces? if all 
WH depended on membrane barriers, cutting the meat 
should release water much more readily than is observed. 
therefore it is presumed there is a capillary pressure with-
in the tightly spaced muscle and muscle cellular structure 
that entraps the water much as a glass capillary tube can 
raise and entrap a column of fluid (Fig. 1) (Puolanne and 
Halonen 2010). This seems reasonable since the pore size 
in intact meats is quite small, on the order of 1 μm (gor-
don and Barbut 1992; Barbut and others, 1996).

For prepared meat products, where much or all of the 
muscle protein may be involved in gel formation, WH is 
also ascribed to capillarity (Hermansson 1986; offer and 
Knight 1988; tornberg 2005; Han and others 2009).  the 
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microstructure of gels may be envisioned as a three di-
mensional honeycombed network of interconnected tun-
nels (capillaries) with diameters ranging 1-100 μm (Zohu-
riaan-mehr & Kabiri 2008). 

LApLAce And cApILLAry pressures
Pressure is defined as the force per unit area applied in 
a direction perpendicular to the surface of an object. For 
example, the tubes of a road bicycle are typically inflated 
to about 120 pounds per square inch (psi), in which case 
every square inch of the tube experiences a force of 120 
pounds acting against it. the metric unit for pressure is the 
pascal (pa), which is one newton force per square meter. 
For example, 120 psi is equal to about 6.9 kpa. this pres-
sure is induced by air molecules inside the tube colliding 
against the wall of the tube: the greater the number of 
collisions against the wall, the greater the pressure. it is a 
positive pressure with respect to the atmospheric pressure 
since it exceeds the latter.

systems in nature may also display negative pressures 
with respect to the atmosphere. in a spherical water drop-
let exposed to air, the water-water interactions are more 
favorable than water-air interactions. the net direction of 
the interaction forces of the water molecules at the in-
terface is towards the inside of the droplet. these water 
molecules exert a cohesive tensile force at the interface 
with air; hence the pressure inside the droplet is less than 
that of the air and is negative with respect to atmospheric 
pressure.

the pressure difference across this interface of air and 
water is balanced by the surface tension and the radius of 
the droplet, as described by the Laplace pressure:

where γ is surface tension and R is the radius of a per-
fect sphere. surface tension is the cohesive tensile force 
amongst the water molecules per unit length at the inter-
face. this is the liquid-vapor surface tension, and for pure 
water it is 72.7 nm-1.

When the water droplet and air are in contact with 
some sort of solid surface, two more interfaces are pres-

ent: the solid-liquid and the solid-vapor interfaces. each 
of these has a unique surface tension (Figure 2). 

the Young equation relates these via the resulting con-
tact angle of the water droplet and the surface:

€ 

γwv cosθ = γ sv −γws

in this case, the apparent radius of the droplet, a, may 
or may not be that of a perfect sphere.

as illustrated in Figure 3, the spherical radius, r, can be 
derived from geometry:

€ 

R =
a

cosθ

thus the Laplace pressure becomes dependent not only 
on surface tension but also contact angle and the appar-
ent radius of the droplet:

also, gravity imposes a pressure gradient at different 
depths within liquid, whether it is a droplet on a surface 
or a volume contained inside some sort of tube. the pres-
sure difference between water at a depth of h and the 
pressure at the air interface is influenced by gravity and 
given by the formula for hydrostatic pressure:

Figure 1. schematic representation of capillary pressure.  
In this example, contact angle is assumed to be zero.  
From Walstra (2003). Figure 2.  schematic representation of a liquid water 

droplet on a surface and surface tensions at the water-
vapor, surface-water, and surface-vapor interfaces.  From 
www.rameHart.com.

Figure 3. schematic representation of a water droplet on 
a surface. the white portion of the sphere represents the 
water droplet, with radius a, and r represents the spheri-
cal radius of the imaginary sphere.
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Laplace pressure is also called capillary pressure be-
cause this relation is used to predict the phenomenon of 
water rise in capillary tubes of sufficiently small diameter 
and composition (hydrophilic inner surface) such that 
they imbibe water upwards from a beaker:

where rearranging to determine h gives the height traveled 
up the tube, and is referred to as the Jurin rule (Figure 1):

if a capillary tube is taken out the beaker in which it 
was immersed, a volume of water of approximately πr2h 
will remain in the tube. the highest pressure within the 
column of water, the hydrostatic pressure, occurs at the 
bottom, but it is still less (‘negative’) with respect to that 
of the air below it. at equilibrium, the negative pressure 
created by surface tension at the meniscus balances the 
hydrostatic force created by the weight of the column:

this maximum amount of water a particular capillary 
tube can hold  (πr2hmax) against the pull of gravity could 
be considered as a measure of the tube’s water holding 
capacity. 

cApILLAry pressure In MuscLe ceLLs  
or GeLs

thus the concept WH ∝ ΔP, or more appropriately  
WH ∝ ΔP,  is commonly presumed, though never overtly 
expressed, when hypothesizing a capillary mechanism of 
WH in meats and meat products (puolanne and Halonen, 
2010). if capillarity does explain WH, the determining fac-
tors, or predictors, of WH in muscle cells and gels would 
thus be the pore size, the contact angle at the interface of 
the interstitial solution and the polymer (mainly protein) 
strands, and the surface tension of the interstitial solution.

Pore size
Capillary pressure is directly related to pore size (Ta-

ble 1). several research groups have sought to relate the 
pore size distribution within various food gels to their 
WH properties. gel microstructures as revealed by mi-
croscopic techniques seem to reveal a relatively smaller 
pore size distribution in ‘fine-stranded’ gels of high WH 
versus ‘coarse-stranded’ gels which synerese more read-
ily. examples include gels made from casein (Lucy and 
others 1997; aichinger and others 2003; and macedo and 

€ 

h =
2γ cosθ
agh

€ 

πr2hρwg = 2πaγ

table 1. effect of capillary radius on capillary pressure as-
suming a contact angle of zero degrees.  From Labuza 
(1977).

 capillary capillary Liquid  
 radius pressure column Height Water activity 
 (µm) (Mpa) (cm) 

 100 1.38e0 150 0.999999
 10 1.38e1 1500 0.99999
 1 1.38e2 1.5e4 0.999
 0.1 1.38e3 1.5e5 0.99
 0.01 1.38e4 1.5e6 0.91

others 2010), myofibrillar (meat) proteins (Han and oth-
ers 2009), and blood plasma (Hermansson and Lucisano 
1982). these reports however have only been qualitative 
associations with no attempt to actually quantify the pore 
size distribution in these gels. 

our group (stevenson and others 2012a,b) recently 
sought to quantify pore sizes in polyacrylamide and heat-
induced chicken and fish protein gels and relate these 
results to WH.  gel pore diameters were determined by 
applying imageJ image analysis freeware (abramoff and 
others 2004) on SEM micrographs obtained by freeze-dry 
fixation. To minimize human bias while selecting pores 
for measurements, a 10 x 10 μm grid was overlaid on top 
of each micrograph and only the pores situated at grid 
intersections were selected and measured.  pores were 
identified as circular interstitial spaces between protein 
strands and care was taken to not measure pores that ap-
peared to be slanted along the z-axis.  This procedure was 
repeated in three or four micrographs taken from separate 
fields for each gel.  Pore diameters ranged from 2-6 μm 
and 7-23 μm in meat and polyacrylamide gels, respective-
ly. Quite unexpectedly we found that larger, not smaller 
(as expected) pore diameters corresponded with higher 
WH in both gel systems.   

Contact angle
contact angle at the surface-water interface has never 
been studied directly for meat gels or muscle samples, or 
for any other food material (Karbowiak and others 2006). 
the captive bubble method for measuring this contact 
angle has however been used in studies of gel based con-
tact lenses (read and others 2011) and pulmonary surfac-
tant layers on lung tissues (Banerjee 2002; Zuo and oth-
ers 2008). in this method, the solid sample is equilibrated 
with water and then immersed in a cell containing water. 
gas bubbles (typically atmospheric air) are then injected 
underneath the sample and a drop shape image analysis 
program is used to measure the contact angle at the sur-
face-liquid-gas interface (Figure 4). since the air bubble 
is considered as a hydrophobic phase (van der Waals in-
teractions at the liquid-gas interface are minimal), mate-
rials with lesser surface area in contact with the bubble 
are considered more hydrophilic. Hence, surfaces that 
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are more hydrophilic are inferred from smaller measured 
contact angles.

We (stevenson and others 2012a) employed this cap-
tive bubble method to measure contact angle between 
solution and gel surfaces for the same two gel systems. 
these contact angles ranged 35-55 degrees and the data 
for both demonstrated that more hydrophilic surfaces 
(lower contact angles) correlated with higher WH, as 
would be expected.

Surface tension 
surface tension effects on capillary pressure within food 
gels and cellular matter also have never been reported.  if 
WH ∝ ΔP, treatments that increase the surface tension of 
the solution within cells or gels should increase the capil-
lary pressure and thus improve WH. the surface tension 
of pure water is 72.86 mn m-1 at 20 °c. the addition of 
solutes will change this surface tension; for example, su-
crose and ethanol have increasing and decreasing effects, 
respectively. Likewise, the ions of the Hofmeister series 
are known to increase or decrease surface tension (Kunz 
and others 2004). it should be noted that gel formation, as 
well as the structure of intact muscle, is also is affected by 
such solutes, and so solute effects on WH of meat gels are 
probably not solely due to surface tension alone. For this 
reason, studies of surface tension effects on WH of meat 
gels should entail manipulating the surface tension only 
after gel formation (cooking), such as by osmotic equili-
bration of a prepared gel with different solutions.

We (stevenson and others 2012a) calculated capillary 
pressure for differing meat and polyacrylamide gels via the 
Laplace equation, using the aforementioned data for pore 
size and contact angle and assuming surface tension was 
that of pure water. It was found that pore size dominated 
over contact angle in this calculation such that the calcu-
lated capillary pressures  correlated negatively with WH 
for both polyacrylamide and meat gels.  We consider that 
a greater range in gel pore sizes, especially in meat gels, 

Figure 4.  schematic representation of the captive bubble 
method. Gel on the left side introduces a smaller contact 
angle with air bubble droplet and is thus more hydro-
philic, assuming the air droplet is hydrophobic in nature.

should be studied so that more firm conclusions can be 
drawn as to the role of this factor on capillarity and WH 
of gels. For example, other work in our lab (Liu 2011) has 
shown that large inconsistencies (pores) are created in a 
meat gel matrix when myofibrillar proteins are partially sub-
stituted by whey proteins.  these pores are so large that they 
are actually more apparent at lower magnification (confo-
cal microscopy) and their greater prevalence was clearly 
negatively correlated with WH properties of these gels.

perhaps the same methodologies used here for gel sys-
tems should also be applied to better evaluate the role 
that capillarity plays in the WH of intact meat products 
as well.

AssessInG WAter HoLdInG propertIes
the topic of measuring WH properties of intact and gelled 
meat products has been reviewed elsewhere (Hamm 1986; 
Kauffman and others 1986; trout 1988; Kneifel and others 
1991; Van oeckel and others1999). it is common practice 
to apply some sort of pressure or force such as centrifuga-
tion or weight to the gel in question and measure the ex-
pressed moisture, expressed as a percentage of the original 
gel weight. if the force applied to the gel is isostatic and the 
gel is incompressible, then the minimal force required to 
express moisture from the gel supposedly may be approxi-
mated as the capillary pressure (Labuza 1977; Hermansson 
1986). this is not usually the case however because gels 
deform during such testing (Kocher and Foegeding 1993). 
It is important to realize that since compression of the gel 
during testing may result in lesser volume for the water to 
occupy, the amount of expressed water may not be depen-
dent only upon the capillary properties of the gel alone: it 
may also depend on the rigidity of the gel.  compression 
may also result in some degree of gel fracture which could 
alter the WH measurement.

it would therefore be ideal in studies of WH properties 
to employ a technique void of these problems. Labuza 
(Labuza and Lewicki 1978; Labuza and others 1979) put 
forth one alternative; termed the capillary suction meth-
od, their simple technique involves wicking moisture from 
gels with filter papers in a closed chamber. They reported 
that up to 3-4 days wetting were required before water 
migration ceased, considered to be the time required for 
the pressure drop between water inside the gel and water 
in the filter paper to reach equilibrium. 

We (stevenson and others 2012a) compared the centrif-
ugal method of Kocher and Foegeding (1993) commonly 
used for meat gels with this capillary suction method and 
found the latter to be more sensitive in detecting differ-
ences in WH of various polyacrylamide gels.

WAter structurInG In cApILLArIes
the classic view is that only about 5% of the water 

in meat or gels exhibits limited mobility; this fraction is 
termed the ‘water of hydration’. this small percentage of 
water is assumed to be tightly bound to the polymer sur-
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face since it is of measurably low mobility. it is thought 
to occupy just one or two molecular layers on the en-
tire exposed hydrophilic surface of the protein polymer 
network, as inferred from water sorption isotherm models 
such as the Brunauer, emmett, and teller (Bet) or guggen-
heim, anderson, and DeBoer (gaB) models.

at or below this low moisture content, water behaves 
almost as part of the solid, as it is not freezable, does not 
dissolve solutes, and does not have a plasticizing effect. 
In a lysozyme solution, this corresponds to 0.58 gram of 
water per gram of dry protein (at a water activity of ~0.85) 
in which case 300 moles of water occupy all first-layer 
sites and, past this, any more added water supposedly ex-
hibits properties similar to bulk water (Damodaran 1996). 
Figure 5 illustrates this for the case of hydrated beta-lac-
toglobulin. the remaining 95% in gels is thus assumed to 
have the properties of bulk water. this understanding is 
corroborated from observations that most of the water in 
food hydrogels is freezable, acts as a solvent, and supports 
microbial growth.

However, carvajal and Lanier (2010) of our lab made 
an interesting observation when they used fluorescence 
recovery after photobleaching (Frap) and laser scanning 
confocal microscopy (Lscm) to measure the translation-
al diffusion of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled 
proteins (protease inhibitors) into intact muscle fibers of 
halibut. these proteins diffused considerably more slowly 
(>10-fold) than in dilute aqueous solution. While some 
decrease in mobility of these added proteins might be ex-
pected due to such influences as steric hindrance, greater 
cytoplasmic viscosity, and possibly even weak binding to 
various intercellular surfaces, the results are also in ac-
cord with observations by many others that even water 
self-diffusion, as measured by techniques such as nuclear 
magnetic resonance (nmr) or quasi-elastic neutron scat-
tering (Qens) is greatly reduced in the cellular milieu 
(Haner and others 1989; cameron and others 1997; nev-
ille and others 1974; roroschauch and others 1987; tran-
tham and others 1984; clegg 1987). 

this suggests that water in the cell may exhibit a greater 
viscosity and structuring than is observed in bulk solu-
tion.  an association-induction hypothesis of water struc-
turing by polymer surfaces was first put forth by Gilbert 
Ling (Ling 1965, 1968) and advanced in recent years by 
gerald pollack’s group at the University of Washington.  
First posited as the “polarizing multi-layer” model of wa-
ter structuring (pollack 2001), it suggests that hydrophilic 
surfaces can induce hindered water mobility for hundreds 
or thousands of layers away from a charged polymer sur-
face. alternating dipoles, e.g. carboxyl and amino groups 
in the case of proteins, or alternating charged groups, on 
a macromolecule supposedly induce a polarized layer 
of water molecules which has a strong enough electrical 
field to induce a dipole in a second layer of water mol-
ecules and so on, collectively forming a liquid crystal lat-
tice with decreasing energy at distances farthest from the 
macromolecule. recent experiments, discussed below, 

indicate that this structured water system may extend up 
to hundreds of μm from the polymer surface, carries a 
net negative charge, has a higher viscosity than ordinary 
water, and exclude solutes.

The timing of Ling’s first publication of this hypothesis 
was perhaps unfortunate. The scientific community had 
recently declared the existence of structured ‘polywa-
ter’ in capillaries, as suggested by a prominent russian 
research group, to be a pathological science (Derjaguin, 
1971; Derjaguin and churaev, 1973; Lippincott and oth-
ers, 1969). the russians had reported that pure water con-
tained within glass capillaries was extraordinarily difficult 
to freeze or boil and seemed more dense and viscous as 
compared to ordinary bulk water; it was hypothesized 
that this water exhibited a polymeric type of structure, 
thus ‘polywater’. Because of the strong publicity that this 
received from a misunderstanding popular press, in the 
age of sputnik and high competitiveness across the iron 
curtain, there was considerable doubt cast on this theory 
by american scientists. it was suggested that the water in 
these experiments had trace contaminants, and the legiti-
macy of the findings was dismissed despite that the ob-
servations of the russian group were never convincingly 
disproved (Franks, 1981).  this created a poor environ-
ment for open discussion of Ling’s related hypothesis that 
long-range order in water may be induced by biological 
structures.  it was to be some decades before new evi-
dence again opened this discussion.

experIMentAL observAtIons oF  
WAter structurInG

Exclusion zones
in a seminal publication by Zheng and others (2006), 
large zones of water near various polymer-water interfac-
es were shown to exclude solutes. the authors placed 1-2 
μm diameter carboxylate microspheres in water near the 

Figure 5.  computer simulation of beta-lactoglubulin sol-
vated by 740 water molecules.  From Qvist and others  
(2009).
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surfaces of a polyacrylic acid gel, muscle tissue, an opti-
cal fiber, Nafion (sulfonated Teflon), and stainless steel. 
After a period of a few minutes, a zone from which the mi-
crospheres were excluded was observed with an optical 
microscope. This exclusion zone spanned about 250 and 
360 μm for the polyacrylic acid gel and muscle, respec-
tively (the exclusion zone reached 600 μm in the case of 
Nafion). The authors found that hydrophobic surfaces did 
not induce such solute exclusion. such an exclusion phe-
nomenon was also observed for a variety of other solutes, 
including both carboxlate- and amidine-functionalized 
microspheres and also larger solutes such as serum albu-
men and sodium fluorescein.

After discovering these exclusion zones, the authors 
measured their physical properties. First, they used a mi-
croelectrode to measure the electrostatic potential gradi-
ent in different zones of water near and far from hydro-
philic surfaces. While no potential gradient was measured 
outside the exclusion zone, a negative potential up to 160 
mV was measured near the gel surface, and negative po-
tentials were measured at distances up to 200 μm and 
1 mm in the cases of polyacrylic acid gel and Nafion, 
respectively. the authors next measured an absorption 
peak at 270 nm in this exclusion zone, not typical of bulk 
water. Infrared emission revealed that the exclusion zone 
was a distinctly darker, non-radiating region indicative of 
stable structures as opposed to regions outside the exclu-
sion zone and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) indi-
cated that both mobility and diffusion of water both inside 
the gel and in the exclusion zone was more restricted than 
bulk water. Finally, a birefringence nature of this water 
was illustrated by polarizing microscopy. These findings 
suggested significant structuring of water near hydrophilic 
surfaces in which the exclusion zone possesses a nega-
tive charge and possibly exists in a liquid crystalline state 
extending quite distant from the surface.

Fully extended proteins
compared to other common food proteins, gelatin when 
gelled can immobilize extraordinary amounts of water. 
While a typical dessert gelatin gel contains just 1% (w/w) 
gelatin, other protein gels such as egg white, whey, or 
frankfurter gels contain 10% (w/w) or more of protein. in-
terestingly, the pore size of such gelatin gels is remarkably 
larger than that of these other gels: a 5% (w/w) gelatin gel 
has pores of diameter on the order of 100 μm (Liu and ma 
2009) whereas pore diameter of these other protein gels 
is more typically near 20 μm. if capillary pressure is the 
governing mechanism of waterholding in food hydrogels, 
this would seem to be counterintuitive.

Most proteins possess some significant secondary struc-
ture in which nH and co groups from peptide bonds 
participate in intramolecular hydrogen bonding (e.g. al-
pha helix or beta sheet secondary structures). However, a 
large portion of the gelatin molecule is in a fully extended 
conformation, due to more than half of its amino acids 
being comprised of proline, hydroxyproline and glycine, 

which sterically inhibit higher orders of structure. accord-
ingly, much more of a gelatin molecule, as compared to 
proteins with significant secondary structures, is readily 
available to form hydrogen bonds between its co or nH 
groups with impinging water molecules. the production 
of superabsorbent polymers (sap) for hygiene products, 
diapers, napkins, etc. depends upon attaining a similar 
macromolecular conformation. common saps such as 
polyacrylate, polyacrylonitrile, and polyacrylamide co-
polymer are fully extended polymers with regularly re-
peating co, coo, or cn groups that can retain up to 
500 times their own weight. although saps are free, non-
cross-linked polymers, and not gels, this property is note-
worthy. Similarly, antifreeze proteins (AFP) are extended 
proteins that inhibit ice formation and growth by lowering 
the freezing point of solutions noncolligatively (Wang and 
others 2009; ebbinghaus and others 2010). it seems that 
fully extended macromolecules and the extended por-
tions of other macromolecules may serve as ideal scaf-
folding for the ordering of water.  collagen and gelatin 
is one example; these manifest the polyproline ii (ppii) 
extended conformation which helps explain their great 
affinity for water, and perhaps their effects on water struc-
turing (carvajal and Lanier 2005).

Viscosity
one of the most compelling assertions is that water near 
charged polymers has enhanced viscosity as a result of 
being organized into a ‘liquid crystalline’ state. Israelach-
vili (1988) reported that the force required to separate 
two parallel mica surfaces sandwiching water was much 
higher than expected and did not decrease monotonically 
as a function of mica surface separation distance. this ex-
periment essentially quantitatively analyzed the well-rec-
ognized anomaly that extraordinary force is required to 
separate two glass cover slips sandwiching water. the de-
velopment of atomic force microscopy has enabled mea-
surements of the viscosity of water in the first six layers on 
SiO2-OH (Goertz and others 2007) and carboxylic acid 
(Hu and Bard 1997) surfaces that is 6-7 orders of mag-
nitude greater than that of bulk water. though it may be 
argued that this is simply the viscosity of bound water, the 
distance that such extraordinary viscosity extends from 
the surface has been a matter of debate owing to observa-
tions of viscosity of water across larger distances from the 
surface. For example, in 20 μm wide silica glass channels 
with heights of 50 and 150 nm, the apparent viscosity has 
been shown to be 23 and 7% higher, respectively, than 
that of bulk by capillary flow experiments (Tas and others 
2004). Time-resolved fluorescence measurements of rho-
damine in aqueous solutions introduced into silica chan-
nels have also indicated that water has increased viscosity 
as compared to ordinary bulk water in nano-capillaries 
with spacings of 330-850 nm (Hibara and others 2002). 
also, pollack’s group noted that falling microspheres (fall-
ing ball viscometry) more slowly penetrated a 200 μm 
thick layer of water above a horizontal submerged surface 
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of Nafion, indicating the presence of a macroscopically 
thick layer of more viscous interfacial water.

Confined water
recently there has been considerable progress in charac-
terizing metastable water structures in confined spaces. 
as has been pointed out by phillip Ball (Ball 2008a,b), 
“the cell is a crowded place,” wherein macromolecules 
comprise 5-40% of the total volume (ellis and minton 
2003) and are separated only by 1-2 nm (Figure 6). 

since the molecular diameter of a single water mol-
ecule is about 2.75Å, this leaves room for only three to 
seven water molecules between cell constituents on aver-
age. Both translational and rotation water motions have 
been shown to be inhibited in nano-pores up to 1 nm us-
ing ultra fast optical Kerr spectroscopy (Farrer and Fourkas 
2003). Though this may simply characterize the proper-
ties of bound water, the development of lithography at the 
nano scale over the last 10 years has provided the ability 
to fabricate materials with “nano-pores” or “mesopores” 
in which the confining surfaces, typically made of silica 
glass, are more distant, typically 10-2000 nm apart. the 
rotational motion of water in pores ranging 295-5,000 nm 
has been reported to be lesser than bulk water (measured 
by nmr) and possess a fourcoordinated hydrogen bond-
ed structure (as opposed to more than four in bulk water), 
suggestive of some sort of liquid crystalline structure (tsu-
kahara and others 2009).

similarly, molecular dynamics simulations have shown 
that the average number of hydrogen bonds per water 
molecule decreased with decreasing pore diameter and 
that water nearest the surface had lower density (Kocher-
bitov 2008, Zhang and others 2009).

Surface tension, the Hofmeister series and 
implications for water structuring
surfactants, i.e. surface-active agents, are ionic or non-
ionic amphiphilic molecules that reduce surface tension 

Figure 6.  drawing of molecular crowding in eschericoli 
coli. From Goodsell (1993).

by adsorbing at water-oil or water-gas interfaces. ions also 
have an effect; in pure water surface tension increases lin-
early with ion concentration and the magnitude of this 
effect is greatest for ions with greater charge density and 
in general lesser for cations than anions (Jones and ray 
1937a,b; 1941).

The Hofmeister series was originated by Franz Hofmeis-
ter in the late 19th century from a ranking of the ability of 
various ions to precipitate a mixture of hen egg white pro-
teins (Hofmeister 1888). although Hofmeister only ranked 
salts, a ranking of ions was later developed , starting with 
greatest tendency to cause precipitation, as listed below. 
the effective concentrations for these salts are typically 
low and in the range of 0.01-1 m (collins and Washa-
baugh 1985).

so2
4- > Hpo4- > acetate > cl- > no3

- > Br- > clo3
- > i- > clo4

- > scn-        (3)

nH4
+ > K+ > na+ > Li+ > mg2+ > ca2

+ > urea (4)

there has been considerable debate regarding the ex-
act mechanism by which different ions affect polymer 
solution stability (cacace and others 1997; petersen and 
Saykally 2006; Jungwirth 2008; Kunz 2010). The argu-
ment is concerned with the extent by which ions change 
the hydrogen bonding behavior of water (collins and oth-
ers 2007; nucci and Vanderkooi 2008) and the mecha-
nism by which different ions change hydrophobic inter-
actions (pegram and record 2008; Zangi 2010). it has 
been suggested that that ions affect protein solubility by 
either directly interacting with protein functional groups 
or by affecting the solvent accessible surface area by ion 
effects on interfacial water (Zhang and cremer 2006). ac-
cordingly, the presence of strongly hydrated ions (those 
towards the right in the Hofmeister series) at the interface 
causes proteins to minimize surface area because of mini-
mal hydrogen bonding between interfacial water and the 
hydrated ion, and that the opposite effect is caused by 
weakly hydrated ions.

the contrary explanation proposes that salting out is an 
entropy-driven process in which ions with higher charge 
densities, the so-called kosmotropic “water structure mak-
er” compounds to the left side of the Hofmeister rank-
ing, are more hydrated and thus through an osmotic effect 
this concentrates macromolecules and their hydrophobic 
surfaces within the remaining bulk phase. ions with low 
charge density, the so-called chaotropic “water structure 
breaker” compounds on the right side of the Hofmeister 
ranking, supposedly preferentially associate with hydro-
phobic surfaces, and thereby reduce surface tension and 
enhance polymer-water interactions. thus it has been 
suggested that kosmotrope-water interactions induce 
long range polarizing water structure thereby enhanc-
ing the osmotic/entropic effect (marcus 1994, nucci and 
Vanderkooi 2008).
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MeAsureMent oF WAter MobILIty

Principles of NMR  
nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr) can be used to probe 
the state of water due to the magnetic momentum of the 
1H nucleus which has a non-zero spin quantum number  
(I = 1/2).  Instruments with magnets in the 10-20 MHz 
range are used for time-domain (tD) experiments in 
which the change in frequency over time is analyzed. 
These experiments are called either TD-NMR or low field 
(LF) nmr experiments.  

in nmr relaxometry experiments, rF pulses are ap-
plied to nuclei of interest.  two types of relaxation pro-
cesses occur: (1) spin-lattice relaxation is the interaction 
of nuclear spin dipoles with nearby solute and solvent di-
poles that share the resonance frequency and is indicated 
by t1, and (2) spin-spin relaxation is the exchange of spin 
states by two neighboring spins and is characterized by 
t2.  Dipole-dipole coupling (the interaction between mag-
netic dipoles of two nuclei) is typically the most dominate 
spin-spin relaxation mechanism.  the decay of spin-spin 
relaxation is coined free-induction-decay (FiD) and is in 
exponential form:

From this equation, 1/t2 describes the rate constant of 
the decay.  this FiD curve pertains to mono-exponential 
decay in which there is one nuclei species relaxing to-
wards equilibrium.  However, the decay data obtained 
from food gels typically do not produce a straight line 
when mxy is plotted against time τ (Figure 7 left).  this 
indicates that decay is multi-exponential, and this has 
been interpreted to mean that there are multiple phases, 
or ‘pools’ of water, each possessing different relaxation 
rates (ruan and chen 1997).  the challenge then is to de-
termine the relaxation rate (

� 

T2 ) of each of these exponen-
tials/pools and also their relative abundance of the total 
relaxation.

there are several mathematical methods used to resolve 
relaxation curves and the new models are continually be-
ing reported. mathematical algorithms used to resolve 
relaxation curves can be categorized into unbiased and 
biased models.  the contin program is the most com-
mon unbiased model and it operates on a non-negative 
least-squares (nnLs) algorithm (ruan and chen 1997), 
and resolves data obtained from heterogeneous systems 
into continuous spectra of water pools in which each wa-
ter pool is evidenced by a range of particular range of 
relaxation times that are plotted according to their relative 
intensity/abundance.  Biased models operate under the 
assumption that there are two, three or more water pools 
and thus resolve exponential decay into corresponding 
spectra, which may be discrete (ruan and chen 1997) or 
continuous (Whittall and macKay 1989; menon and al-
len 1991).  in these models, relaxation data are essentially 
forced into some arbitrary number of water pools.

NMR studies of water mobility in gels 
since traditional teaching supposes that there are es-
sentially only two states of water in gels (“bound” and 
“bulk”), this has sparked debate concerning the labeling 
of the three water pools t21, t22, and t23 (or t2a, t2B, and 
t2c) (Figure 7 right). By principle, spectra at shorter relax-
ation times represent protons on water molecules that are 
most hindered in terms of rotational mobility and thus it 
is commonly agreed that the first water pool T21 represents 
some form of “bound” water. 

But controversy exists on what t22 and t23 represent in 
the sense of being different ‘water pools’. one interpre-
tation is that the slowest decaying component t23 prob-
ably represents “bulk” water and T22 represents water in 
exchange between t21 and t23 (Vackier and others 1999). 
alternatively, Bertram and others (2001) suggested that t21 
represents “bound” water, T22 represents interfacial wa-
ter near highly organized macromolecule structures (e.g. 
protein secondary structures), and t23 represents free bulk 
water . accordingly, the former interpretation supports the 

Figure 7.  Left: Multiexponential decay. right: continuous spectra of water pools obtained from the nnLs com-
puter algorithm.  From ruan and chen (1988).

€ 

Mxy = M0 exp
−t /T2
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classical view of bound vs. bulk water and the latter in-
terpretation implies some sort of spatial water structuring 
around macromolecule surfaces.

another problem in interpreting t2 relaxation experi-
ments is describing why, since t23 supposedly represents 
bulk water within the muscle or gel, does the t23 compo-
nent in gels relax on a shorter time scale (typically 100-
500 ms) than that of pure water in an nmr tube (1,000-
2,000 ms). Lillford and others (1980) suggested that since 
the root-mean-square diffusion distance of water is about 
100 μm ( Dt6 ; pure water diffusion constant, D, is 
10-5 cm-2 sec-1, and the diffusion relaxation time is about 
2 s), and protein gels typically contain pore diameters on 
the order of just 10 μm, tD-nmr t2 spectra are merely 
an indication of pore size rather than water mobility. Ac-
cording to Lillford’s reasoning, water molecules far from 
the surface must either relax at the rate of pure bulk water 
or diffuse towards the surface so far that its relaxation is 
affected by its proximity near the surface. this is similar 
to Bertram’s reasoning that the t2B and t2c water pools of-
ten observed in meat systems represent water located at 
interstitial areas of different gel strand densities, i.e. they 
represent water confined within differently sized pores.

However, it is unclear whether this is reasonable since 
the pore size distribution, or the strand density distribu-
tion, in many celluar materials and gels appear somewhat 
homogeneous (Lillford 1980). also, it has been shown 
that mincing muscle tissue does not significantly affect 
the relative abundance of the t2B and t2c water pools (Ber-
tram and others 2001). presumably, this mincing action 
should alter the pore size distribution in meat and, ac-
cording to this supposition, likely change the relaxation 
spectra. thus, it is unclear whether ‘water pools’ of appar-
ently differing mobility by tD-nmr are truly an artifact of 
gel structure or evidence of some sort of structuring of a 
significant amount of water inside gels.

We recently used tD-nmr to evaluate water mobility 
and WH in heat-induced gels made from chicken and fish 
myofibrillar proteins. Lower cooking losses, as well as ex-
pressible water from cooked gels, correlated with larger 
and smaller amplitudes of t21 and t22 water pools.  if t21 is 
indeed related to a more structured form of water within 
gels, this certainly suggests that the more that water is 
structured within a gel, the higher is its WH.

ModeLs concernInG LIQuId WAter 
structure 

as most textbooks acknowledge, water is an unusual ma-
terial. Whereas other hydrides of group 6 of the periodic 
table (e.g. H2s, H2se, and H2te) are liquid over a range of 
15-47 °c, liquid H2o exists over a range of 100 °c. Water 
does not conform to the continuous change of melting 
and boiling points from high to low molecular weights 
within group 6 hydrides; according to this trend, water 
should freeze between -90 and -100 °C and boil between 
-60 and -70 °c. Water is liquid at ambient temperatures 

whereas other hydrides and oxides such as H2s, H2se, and 
H2te are gases at ambient temperatures. While most liq-
uids become more dense when frozen into a solid, water 
expands. most liquids decrease monotonically in density 
with increasing temperature; H2o has a temperature of 
maximum density at 4 °c. these represent just the few 
archetypes of the multitude of anomalies that have been 
described (Ludwig 2001; Ball 2008a,b). 

a review of common molecular models of water hy-
drogen bonding networks is helpful. Water comprises two 
hydrogen atoms covalently bonded to an oxygen atom 
in a tetrahedral arrangement. oxygen is the central atom 
and it shares two of its six valence electrons to form such 
covalent bonds with the hydrogen atoms, which leaves 
four valence electrons that form two lone pairs of elec-
trons that repel each other. the result is a near tetrahedral 
arrangement in which two corners are hydrogen atoms 
with partial positive charges and two corners are lone 
pairs of electrons with partial negative charges, in other 
words a very dipolar molecule. that is, water molecules 
behave as tiny magnets; the hydrogen atoms of one water 
molecule form attractive hydrogen bonds with lone pair 
electrons of another water molecule. When such attrac-
tions are oriented in a perfectly repeating conformation 
this results in long-range three-dimensional order in the 
form of a crystal, i.e. ice. this is the most notable feature 
of water to keep in mind within the context of this manu-
script; whereas other liquids such as nH3 and HF also 
form intermolecular hydrogen bonds, water is the only 
liquid that can form intermolecular hydrogen bonds in 
three-dimensional arrays. so then, to what extent do such 
three-dimensional arrays of water exist in the liquid state?

since the composition of the water molecule was dis-
covered in the 18th century and its dipolar nature was 
discovered in the early 19th century (miller 2003, Ludwig 
2001,

chaplin 2006), there have been numerous attempts to 
describe the molecular nature of pure liquid water hydro-
gen bonding. many of these models have been proposed 
in effort to at least partially explain some of water’s many 
anomalies and they involve ab initio computer simulations, 
molecular dynamics or high-resolution spectroscopy ex-
periments (Wiggins 1995; Ludwig 2001; Ball, 2008; Wig-
gins, 2008). these models generally fall into one of two 
categories: mixture or continuum models which both have 
been well summarized (Bertoluzza and others 1993;; Lud-
wig 2001). Whereas it is generally agreed that liquid water 
is comprised of a three-dimensional network of fluctuating 
hydrogen bonds, the coordination and lifetimes of such hy-
drogen bonds have been the topics of debate.

Continuum models
Continuum models suggest that liquid water is an infinite 
network of disordered tetrahedral water. they are built 
upon the assumptions that water molecules each have 
three or four discrete charges and they are separated by 
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differing intramolecular distances (stillinger 1974; moun-
tain 1999; cummings and others 1991). accordingly, wa-
ter exists as a continuum of water-water hydrogen bonds 
ranging from ideal, wherein each water molecule has four 
nearest neighbors (i.e. similar to ice structures) and thus 
has minimum density, to least ideal, wherein each wa-
ter molecule has greater than four nearest neighbors and 
thus has greater density. the spatial location of these dif-
ferent ends of the spectrum of water density relative to 
surfaces and solutes in a given system varies throughout 
the literature. a main criticism is that continuum models 
neglect the directional dipolar character of water-water 
bonding. However, computer simulations of continuum 
models have successfully reproduced several measured 
properties of water.

Mixture models
mixture models have gained more popularity over the last 
ten years as they have been characterized by advances in 
instrumental capabilities such as X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (cavalleri and others, 2002; Wernet and others, 
2004), X-ray emission spectroscopy (tokushima and oth-
ers, 2008) and small angle X-ray scattering (Huang and 
others 2009). these models imply a mixture of two or 
more water pools in equilibrium with each other wherein 
the intra-molecular hydrogen bonding within each pool 
differs. “Low density” water (LDW) clusters are formed by 
strong intact hydrogen bonds and/or “high density” wa-
ter (HDW) clusters or bulk water is comprised of bent or 
broken hydrogen bonds between water molecules. Here 
it should be mentioned that such microdomains actually 
exist in ice; high and low density amorphous ices have 
densities of about 0.91 g/ml and 1.2 g/ml, respectively. 
As for liquid water, in the 1950’s “flickering cluster” mod-
els were first proposed (Frank and Wen 1957) in which 
such cluster associations could be represented as (H2o)
n, where n is the number of water molecules included 
(hydrogen bonded) in an aggregate cluster. the lifetimes 
of such clusters are very short (10-10-10-11 s) and so such 
clustering is quite dynamic.

aggregates of 30-40 molecules can exist at 20 °c and 
normal atmospheric pressure, and the number of molecules 
involved in aggregates varies with temperature, ranging 
from 53% at 0 °c to 35% at 100 °c. the most renowned 
cluster model is the (H2o)280 icosahedral cluster proposed 
by martin chaplin (chaplin 2000) in the 1990’s, as it sup-
posedly explains many of water’s anomalous properties and 
has been independently detected by X-ray diffraction (ole-
inikova and others 2007). the nature of HDW and LDW has 
been the focus of a multitude of theoretical and experimen-
tal works and phillippa Wiggins has been a leader in this 
field (Wiggins 1996, 1997, 2002, 2008).

The two-state mixture model
in Wiggins’ recent publication “Life depends upon two 
kinds of water” (Wiggins 2008) it is proposed that there 
are three components of solute hydration: (1) water-

water hydrogen bonds must be broken to make a hole 
into which the solute fits; (2) water immediately adjacent 
to the solute molecule must reorient itself as it interacts 
with the solute molecule; and (3) the HDW/LDW equilib-
rium must shift so that water in adjoining microdomains 
is restored to equilibrium. Wiggins’ two state model is 
founded on the basis of the chaotropic and kosmotropic 
effects of different solutes and macromolecule moieties: 
chaotropic solutes (e.g. K+, i- and cl-) and moieties (-oH, 
nH2, cooH) induce LDW and kosmotropic solutes (e.g. 
na+, H+) and moieties (e.g. c, cH, cH2 in aliphatic and 
aromatic molecules) induce HDW. accordingly, proteins 
comprised of mainly kosmotropic moieties tend to precip-
itate and proteins comprised of mainly chaotropic moi-
eties are strongly hydrated. in this sense, protein surfaces, 
as in the case of gels, are similar to solutes. However in a 
gel the situation is more complex because zones of wa-
ter immediately adjacent to the surface (“bound” water) 
have a lower activity than water in the bulk. this causes 
an osmotic pressure gradient, which, according to classi-
cal osmotic theory, must be accompanied by a pressure 
gradient. in result, the pressure gradient is directed inward 
toward the surface such that positive pressure acts on sur-
face water and negative water acts towards bulk water.

Wiggins proposed that this pressure gradient displac-
es the water equilibrium such that HDW and LDW are 
induced where the pressure is positive and/or negative, 
respectfully. the result is a double layers that may be rela-
tively thin or thick, depending on the surface composition 
and solutes in the system. it is expected that the layer near-
est the surface is HDW (Figure 8). in fact, a recent study 
using laser scattering supported this hypothesis (Bunkin 
and others 2010).

suMMAry
capillary pressure is almost doubtless a major contributor 
to the WH properties of meat cells and gels.  our initial 
experiments with polyacrylamide and meat gels did how-
ever pose questions as to why higher WH did not correlate 

∝ Δ

Figure 8. expectations of two state water near surfaces.  
From Wiggins (1995).
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with smaller pore size, while yet correlating with smaller 
contact angle.  continued work to better quantify all the 
surface interactions bearing upon capillarity in these sys-
tems should help us verify the prevailing assumption that 
WH ∝ ΔP.

However, we cannot yet dismiss the evidence that wa-
ter may behave quite differently when confined in small 
spaces between charged protein polymers, perhaps be-
coming less mobile and more viscous. tD-nmr and other 
techniques are now being applied to study water mobility 
in meat and meat products. Perhaps we may find that WH 
depends on more than the simple explanation of capil-
larity, in that various ‘pools’ of water, much of it perhaps 
more structured and rendered less mobile by its proxim-
ity to proteins, can exist within these products that can 
affect whether water readily moves out of the cellular or 
gel matrix.
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